Name of App

Description

Cost

Star Rating
(1*- 5*)

Comments

A language game based on
understanding instructions

£2.99

4*

Splingo’s Language Universe

£14.99

4*

Colourful Semantics

An app which is based on the principle
of Colourful Semantics created by the
London Speech Practice.
This app is for developing
understanding of verbs by using
videos of an alien acting them out

49p

4*

Pogg

Speak to the animal and it repeats
back what you have said in a high
pitched voice.
An app which you can use to create
stories using photos or pictures.
Based on Downs Ed. “See and Learn”
programme.

Free

3*

You can enter how many ICW you want in an instruction, and whether
you want it to include nouns/verbs/prepositions/adjectives. It’s a very
useful app, and children find it very motivating.
This app is based on the principle of Colourful Semantics. A picture is
presented to the student, and they then have to use symbols to create
a sentence about the pictures. You can adjust how much information is
needed in the sentences (e.g. SV, SVO etc.)
This is a fun app which is motivating for students to use. They point to a
verb and the alien will act them out in a silly way. There is also a way for
the student to say what you want the alien to do and it will act it out –
there are roughly 40 verbs.
This is good for students who are reluctant to speak, or who want to
hear themselves speak, or if you want to encourage students to make
noises with their mouths that they can hear repeated.

Talking Gina/Talking Tom/Talking
Angela
Super Duper Story Maker – Free

Special Words

Scene and Heard

Things That go Together
One Step Two Step

Free
£19.99

AAC app by therapy box, which uses
pictures, recorded audio and
imported photographs to develop
vocabulary use.
Vocabulary Builder
Understanding a following directions.

£39.99

A description game

99p

99p
£2.99

Heads Up

Talking Mats
Pictello

This can be used to make Social
Stories, share news, make a visual
schedule etc. by taking and using
photographs.

4*

Free
£18.99

4*

Uses sight word recognition for photographs of objects – pictures of
frequently used words for early vocabulary (and you can also take
photographs of objects to make it more personal to the student).

This helps children to listen to and follow instructions in a fun and
interactive way.
This app is a fun game to play in a group – One person holds the
phone/tablet up, and the others have to describe the word that is being
held up. If the person guessing gets it right, then they can move on and
try and guess as many as they can within a minute.

